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This is a call for papers for the annual conference of the Polish Association for American Studies. The
2022 conference is scheduled to take place between 19-22 October, 2022. This year's conference is
organized for the Polish Association for American Studies by the Department of British and American
Studies, Maria Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin, Poland.
Our Brand is Crisis: American Downfalls, Hopes, and Renewals
In his timely article “How America Fractured into Four Parts,” published in the July/August 2021
issue of The Atlantic, George Packer argues that “people in the United States no longer agree on the
nation’s purpose, values, history, or meaning.” This observation prompts him to wonder whether,
under such circumstances, reconciliation of the divisions and reintegration of them into a cohesive
body politic is at all possible. In Last Best Hope: America in Crisis and Renewal (2021), Packer
provides a provocative and substantive diagnostic survey of the current state of crisis – or rather,
more accurately, the multiple crises – Americans face in the early 2020s.
And yet, when viewed through the lens of history, the current debacles and associated worries hardly
seem exceptional given that the potential for fragmentation and the possibility of collapse have been
present in the United States since its inception. The country has coped with many crises during the
course of its history, some of which significantly helped forge the nation’s character. From the
Revolution and the War of 1812, to the divisive Civil War and the problematic Reconstruction that
followed, through the Great Depression, and on to the Vietnam War, the social and cultural upheavals
of the 1960s and 1970s and everything else mentioned in Billy Joel’s weirdly comprehensive song
“We Didn’t Start the Fire,” American nadirs exposed the nation’s weaknesses, while successfully
surviving them fostered American confidence and instilled pride.
The most recent sense of crisis, triggered by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, poses a new and difficult
challenge for an America whose aspirational sense of unity, expressed in its motto e pluribus unum,
has been seriously undermined by the divisive character of several presidencies. A series of events –
channeled through spontaneous and organized responses to such dramatic developments as George
Floyd’s killing, expressed via and encouraged by Donald Trump’s contentious rhetoric, seen in the
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growth of right-wing extremism, and evident in the devastating effects of the coronavirus pandemic –
has shaken the conviction of many in America’s continued ability to triumph over crises and always
emerge from its trials and tribulations as an even “More Perfect Union.”
Please send paper abstracts (250 words) or panel proposals together with a short bio (up to
100 words) to paas2022@mail.umcs.pl by June 15, 2022.
Notification of acceptance will be sent by June 30, 2022
Conference fee 450 PLN/100 EUR/ 100 USD. Reduced fee of 300 PLN/65 EUR/65 USD for
doctoral students. The conference fee covers conference materials, coffee breaks, and a
conference reception.
Deadline for registration and payment of the conference fee: September 15, 2022.
Confirmed keynote speakers:
Prof. Monika Adamczyk-Garbowska, Maria Curie-Skłodowska University, Lublin, Poland
Prof. Ana Mª Manzanas Calvo, University of Salamanca, Spain
Contact Info:
The conference organizers can be contacted at
edyta.frelik@mail.umcs.pl

paas2022@mail.umcs.pl and

The conference organizers are Dr. Ewa Antoszek, Dr. Anna Bendrat, Dr. Edyta Frelik, Dr. Izabella
Kimak, Dr. Julia Nikiel, Prof. Małgorzata Rutkowska, Lidia Kniaź-Hunek, M.A.
Contact Email:
paas2022@mail.umcs.pl
URL:
https://www.umcs.pl/en/paas.htm
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